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1. OUR TEAM

Left to Right: Shashank, Vinith, Rishith, Ishan, Saahil
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1.1 WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO
Our newly formed team the Circuit Breakers has good amount of experience with
robotics. We have done many outreach activities through a non-profit organization,
Robotics For Youth (RFY). We have been to expos and events that allowed us to
represent who we are.
We have introduced FLL and FTC to many kids and we continue giving them advice
and information on how to participate in these competitions. We are also giving
our expert advice to a rookie FLL team in designing their robot and programming
techniques.
This FTC season, we have built a fully functional robot and we have had a good start
in programming. In our meetings, we usually split up into groups and accomplish
tasks such as building the robot, programming, and our goals towards outreach
activities.
This year, we have completed many tasks and we are looking forward to working
as a team in the future.

1.2

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

“We aim to complete all our tasks in an effective and time efficient manner. We will
not stop until we are successful. We will persevere regardless of how hard the task
is. Whether it’s assembling a Lego skyscraper, or building an actual skyscraper, we
will be victorious!”
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1.3 WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

1.3.1

ISHAN

My name is Ishan Doma and I am a 9th grader at John Champe High School.
Some of my interests are Science, Math,
Reading, and Video games. I have played piano
for 5 years and violin for 4 years. I have done FLL
for 2 years. This is my first year of FTC, and I will
probably continue it next year. I am doing FTC
because I like programming and I want to
expand my knowledge of it.

1.3.2

RISHITH

My name is Rishith Vuppala and I
am a ninth grader. I go to John Champe
High School. My favorite sports are
basketball and football. I play both these
sports along with track. In my free time I
play the piano, read, and play video
games. My favorite type of music is rap
music. I have 2 years of experience for
FLL. This is my first year of FTC. I am doing
FTC as I am very interested in engineering and programming. I am looking forward
to continue FTC in the future as well.
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1.3.3

SAAHIL

My name is Saahil Suresh and I am a seventh
grader. I go to Mercer Middle school. My favorite
sports are basketball and football. I also have a PS4
and I enjoy playing on that. My favorite type of
music is rap music. My favorite song is Woke Up
Like. I have done three years of FLL. This is my first
year of FTC and I am looking forward to continuing
FTC in the future.

1.3.4

VINITH

My name is Vinith Thangaraj and I am a
ninth grader at John Champe High School. My
favorite sports are football and basketball. I have
2 years’ experience of FLL and 1 year experience
of WRO. I am currently mentoring a rookie FLL
team. This is my first year of FTC. I want to do FTC
because it will help develop skills needed in the
future since STEM is the future of the world.
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1.3.5

SHASHANK

My name is Shashank Mallipeddi. I
am a freshman at John Champe High
School. Some things I like are science,
computers, and basketball. I have done 2
years of FLL and 1 year of WRO.

2.

COACHES AND MENTORS

2.1

JOEL THANGARAJ (COACH)

I am a coach for Circuit Breakers for this
year. I had coached FLL for two years for
most of the kids in this FTC team. I work as
a contractor in the Information Technology
industry. My hobbies are music and
movies. I do like to learn new things and
take up challenges. Being the coach for FTC
has bumped up my interest in robotics. In
addition to STEM, the fact that FTC helps in
a good personality development of our
future generation gives me a good inspiration to be a small part of this challenge.
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2.2

RAMAKRISHNA VUPPALA (COACH)

I am one of the coaches for our team Circuit
Breakers. My interest in STEM sparked when I
involved myself as a coach for FLL along with
Coach Joel. I believe that each day is a learning
process and love to learn new things and accept
challenges. This enthusiasm let me to be the
coach for FTC. FTC is the perfect program to
prepare young minds to become engineers or
scientists for the future. Our priority is to guide
and educate them to work as a team and build
their personality. I am a Business Intelligence Specialist. My interests are watching
moves, listening to music and spending time with my family.
2.3

SURESH PANIKARUVEEDU (MENTOR)

I am IT professional with 20+ years of SAP
experience in different industry verticals. I like
to take up challenges and like to learn new
things. I have helped lot of my SAP clients to
streamline the complex business process and
improved the efficiency and productivity. I
have been involved in three FLL tournament as
a parent and volunteered lot of outreach
organized by Robotics for Youth. My interests are movies, participate in Indian
cultural programs, Volunteer
Team# 13353
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2.4

ARAVIND DOMA (MENTOR)

I am an IT professional with 20+ years of
experience driving innovation and strategic
change. I enjoy solving complex engineering
problems, love to read (John Grisham, David
Baldacci are some of my top picks), watch
action/mystery TV shows, volunteer, and most
of all spend time with my two sons and wife.

3. THE BEGINNING OF OUR SEASON
3.1 OUR START TO FTC

Coming into FTC, we had never done something like this before. All of us had
experience doing FLL but none of us had ever done FTC or FRC. Nothing we had
done before had ever been similar to this. Going into this, we decided to thoroughly
do research to get as much information on FTC before the challenge came out.

3.2 OUR KICKOFF MEETING
Team# 13353
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During this meeting, all the team members in our team introduced themselves. We
also talked about our reasons for doing FTC, our time for our meetings and every
member's availability, where it will be held, what each of us would specialize in,
and whether or not we need a larger team.
We also were brainstorming some team names. Since this was a relatively small
meeting, we were all given simple tasks like creating a Google Hangout chat.

3.3 OUR FIRST MEETING
In the first couple of minutes of this first meeting, our team established a document
of rules that we have to abide by. These include rules like be on time and do your
work.
The rules include:
● Be responsible for your homework
● Come on time to every meeting, if you are unable to come send a message
in Google Hangout 1 day before
● Work together as a team
● Don't get distracted or sidetracked while working
● Bring the required materials (notebook, laptop, pencil)
● We will all contribute to the Engineering Notebook, we will have a rotation,
1 person will be in charge of it every week
● Be respectful
● Communicate on time
● We will set goals for each meeting and we will try to accomplish them
● Don't check phone, unless told to or for research
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We went and put our brains together and came up with some basics for the
robot. We wrote down the attributes it needs to have and the
attachments/accessories needed. We also came up with a basic sketch for our
robot.
We were split into two teams to divide and conquer. One team set everything
up; this included things like the phones that connect to the robot and the
controller itself. The other team built a base for our robot based on directions
for the push bot on the FTC website.

3.4 HOW OUR MEETINGS WENT
During the beginning of our season, we would split into two groups that had one
group build the robot while the other group would work on our outreach posters.
For the rest of our season, we would have teams work on programming,
fundraising, and our engineering notebook.

3.5 EXPERT ADVICE
Through the season, we were seeking advice from experts of FTC. Since we were a
rookie FTC team, we did not know a lot of things. We learned many of those
things from experts and mentors throughout the season.
3.5.1 FRC PARTICIPANT N IKHIL NAIR

Nikhil Nair (FRC expert for many years) was the friend of one of our teammates.
We contacted him through our teammate and he came to one of our meetings. He
came during one of our initial meetings and he talked to us about creating a pseudo
program, creating drawings and flowcharts to help us follow through with our plan
for building the robot and programming, and he stressed about focusing on all
aspects of FTC instead of putting things to the side and working on them later.
Team# 13353
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3.5.2 XTREAME VOLTAGE

Xtreame Voltage is an FTC team that has three years of experience in FTC. They
started off by telling us about themselves. Then, we got a chance to ask them
questions regarding our robot and programming.
They also made some suggestions about how to effectively lower our robot’s arm
without it slamming it into the floor. They told us to purchase the NeveRest motor
along with the gearbox to resolve this problem. Our team purchased the NeveRest
motor and tried it out the following class. The motor was successful in solving our
problem.
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4. BUSINESS PLAN
4.1 OUTREACH
4.1.1 TEAM POSTER

4.1.2 TRIFOLD
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4.1.3 TEAM BROCHURE
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4.1.4 LOUDOUN STEM EXPO

On September 30th, we had an Outreach event at the Loudoun Stem Expo at the
NOVA Community College. We did this event through RFY (Robotics For Youth).
During this event, our team took turns talking to multiple families about FTC and
the challenge for this year as well as spread awareness about our team. We also let
kids control and play with RFY’s robot on the mat.
Overall, this event was a success, as many families enjoyed learning about FTC and
playing with the robot. In fact, one family wanted us to display our robot at their
school during an event. Apart from that, we also saw other FTC teams and
we got to see their robots in action.
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4.1.5 MAKER FAIRE

On October 16, we were able to show our finished robot to the public and talk
about FTC and our team at the Maker Faire at Liberty Elementary School. However,
things did not go as planned. The robot had a malfunction and was not working at
the Maker Faire. For most of the faire, we were trying to troubleshoot. Other than
that, the Maker Faire was good.
We got to introduce FTC and First as a whole to a lot of people. Many people were
interested in learning about us and our journey from FLL to FTC. We also received
a lot of advice from others about how to troubleshoot and figure out the problems
that were going on with the robot.
One person, who had experience with Vex Robotics, told us that a great way to
troubleshoot is to separate each part of the robot that could be malfunctioning and
test each one separately. We began to do this. Overall, we learned a lot from our
first independent expo.
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4.1.6 FTC SCRIMMAGE AT NYSMITH

On October 28, we attended a FTC scrimmage at the Nysmith School for the Gifted.
Including us, there were 6 teams in total; in the beginning of the scrimmage each
team introduced themselves and the features of their robot. During this time, we
were allowed to ask questions to other teams on their attachments like their lift
mechanisms, and also their programming.
After the introduction, we walked around to see the robots; we also practiced on
the 12 by 12 mat. After 20 minutes of this, our team and another team faced off.
Only our 2 teams had functioning robots, so we were the only ones to face off.
Since no teams in the event had programming for their autonomous, we just
practiced our robot control program.
We got 16 points in the total of 2 minutes by stacking 3 glyphs in a row, whereas
the other teams just got 2 points. During this scrimmage, we learned many things
such as a new type of driving for the wheels.

4.2 GUIDING FLL TEAM
Throughout our FTC season, we helped an FLL team called the Star Droids. This is
their rookie year as well as our rookie year for FTC, so we had many flashbacks of
us experiencing what was happening with them.
Team# 13353
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For a rookie FLL team, they were
doing very well. They had a lot of
motivation and spirit that put
them at the same level as other
returning teams. When we went
to their meetings, we would give
them advice from our experience
doing FTC.

4.3 FUNDRAISING AND EXPENSES

4.3.1 FUNDRAISING EVENTS

To increase the awareness about our team, we decided to go to many different
events and expos. These expos helped increase our reputation.
We are in the process of raising funds through a Facebook fundraising initiative
which will be targeting friends/family and all those who are eager to support our
efforts to support and expand STEM.
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4.3.2 TOTAL EXPENSES

Item

Cost

Category

Explanation

Expenses
Team Registration

$275.00 Registration

Season registration fee
(required).

Nysmith Scrimmage

$30.00 Registration

Haymarket Regional
Registration

$150.00 Registration

Event registration fee

Newport Regional Registration

$150.00 Registration

Event registration fee

$1,084.09 Robot Supplies

FTC Competition Set

Competition Set + Control &
Communication Set 2
NeveRest Motor
Backup – 2 Servo & NeveRest
20 Sets Mini Micro Jst 2.0 Ph 4
Pin Connector

$35.15 Robot Supplies
$111.82 Robot Supplies
$7.82 Robot Supplies

Out Reach event

To keep the arm in the position
Just to keep a backup set.
Cable accessories

Half Field with no Mats

$268.24 Team Supplies

To promote the team and show
spirit.

Foam Mat Tiles set (pack of 36)

$121.43 Robot Supplies

Game Mat

Gaffer Tapes (5 pack)

$15.99 Team Supplies

Accessories

Color Photos

$10.00 Team Supplies

Pics for the Trifold

Team T-Shirts

$264.00 Team Supplies

T-Shirt Fabric Pens

$32.00 Team Supplies

Team T-Shirts

$17.00 Team Supplies

Stencils and Tri-Fold

$12.00 Team Supplies

Printing & Binder

$50.00 Team Supplies

Sub Total
Sponsorship

$500.00 Sponsorship

Pype

$250.00 Sponsorship

Facebook fundraiser

$200.00 Fundraiser

Grand Total
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To promote the team and show
spirit.
To promote the team and raise
funds.
for Main Competition

$2,634.54

ZolonTech

Sub Total

for Main Competition

$950.00
$1,684.54

Total Expenses - Sponsorship
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4.4 SPONSORS

ZOLON TECH ( HTTP://ZOLONTECH.COM )

Zolon Tech is a rapidly expanding IT and managed services company providing
federal and commercial customers with innovative solutions that meet the most
demanding requirements, including agile application development, big data
collection and analytics, everything as a service, mobile integration, and staffing
and vendor management.

PYPE ( HTTPS://PYPE.IO )

Pype is an innovative construction software solutions company. Their platform
provides a seamless way to identify, track, collect and deliver project closeout
documents to building owners and property managers. They also simplify the
closeout process backed with powerful database engine and business intelligence.
VISIT FROM PYPE

On November 19, one of our sponsors (Sunil from Pype) came to visit us. When our
sponsor had arrived, we all took the time to introduce ourselves and the team.
After this, we had a conversation with him in which we explained to him about FTC.
We started off by telling him this and then went on to answer his questions. He had
asked us questions regarding problems we had faced, our robot, why we needed
sponsors, and why each of us was doing FTC. After this conversation, we decided
to show him our robot and give him a demo of what all we had accomplished thus
far like our Autonomous program, Tele Op program, and Engineering Notebook.
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When we showed him our Engineering Notebook, he even offered us Pype’s
program which would help organize the info in our notebook.
Seeing our demo, Sunil was fascinated, and told us that he would inform his team
about donating some money to us. At the end of our visit, we were happy that he
was considering donating.

4.5 COST SAVING
For Outreach events, we designed our own shirts using
Gildan t-shirts, marker pens and stencil. We have
spent total of $50 together for T-shirts, marker pens
and stencil.
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5. REFLECTIONS & MEETING AGENDA
Our team meetings are usually during weekends, around 4 hours each day from
2pm to 6pm. We usually start our meetings with a review of our current status and
then plan the agenda for the day with our coaches. After every meeting, we would
choose someone to write a reflection on the meeting, like summarizing what
happened, what we accomplished, and what we still have to complete. Then we
would go in a rotation and everyone got a chance to type up a reflection.

5.1 SEPTEMBER'S REFLECTIONS
09/03/2017 – RISHITH VUPPALA

Time: 2pm – 6pm

 We wrote the rules document for what our team needs to follow
 We established what our robot needs, should do, etc.
 We split into 2 teams of 2 and 3
 One team worked on setting up the Driver Station” and the “Robot
Controller”
 The other team worked on building a base for our robot
 We followed the directions on the website
In the first couple of minutes of this first meeting, our team established a document
of rules that we have to abide by. These include rules like be on time and do your
work. We went then put our brains together and came up with some basics for the
robot.
We wrote down the attributes it needs to have and the attachments/accessories
needed. We also came up with a basic sketch for our robot. We the splits into two
teams to divide and conquer.
Team# 13353
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One team set everything up; this included things like the phones that connect to
the robot and the controller itself. The other team built a base for our robot based
on directions for the push bot on the FTC website.
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09/23/2017 - VINITH

Time: 2pm – 6pm

 At the beginning of class, we talked about our goals for the day that we would
accomplish and we split into two teams.
 Shashank and Saahil(Group 1) worked on the programming
 Rishith, Vinith, and Ishan(Group 2) continued to build the push bot
 Both teams looked at online instructions to get their work done.
 We decided the color for our temporary T-shirt (Purple)

Group

1

opened

expansion

hub

the

REV

kit

and

connected wires and motors and
sensors

to

the

hub.

They

followed directions on the FTC
website to pair the phones and
connect the laptop to the
phones to start programming.
They programmed data into one of the the logitech controllers to allow it to move
a motor.
Group 2 got a lot of work done too. They finished a part for the robot. They also
installed wheels in the base of the
robot. They also used online
instructions to do so.
At the end of class, we decided on
our temporary T-shirt color and
we defined our goals for next time.
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5.2 OCTOBER'S REFLECTIONS

10/08/2017 AND 10/09/2017 - ISHAN

Time: 2pm – 6pm

Agenda:











Upgrade REV software
Complete attaching the arm to robot
Complete connecting electronics to robot
Start design process with diagrams
Start pseudocode programming
Other FTC team helping us
Dec 2nd competition
Buying more mats
Buying googles
Outreach
o Trifold information
o Chart with team information
o Funding package
o Presentation for fundraising
o RYI information/scrimmage
o Helping FLL team

In these two meetings, the robot was finished, both mechanically and
electronically. It was able to pick up blocks and drive around the room. The next
step in the robot design is to rearrange if necessary the arm to execute the mission
as required in the challenge.
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The next step in programming is to add additional controls in the controller and the
program to make sure our robot can perform the actions it is required to do. The
logo was also established.

Our team had the opportunity to visit a rookie FLL team, the Star Droids, and help
them out for an hour. The trifold for outreach and funding was started as well.
Finally, our team logo was created.
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10/15/2017 (MAKER FAIR) - SHASHANK

Time: 1pm – 5pm

Today, we were able to show our finished robot to the public and talk about FTC
and our team at the Maker Faire at Liberty Elementary School. However, things did
not go as planned. The robot had a malfunction and was not working at the Maker
Faire. For most of the faire, we were trying to troubleshoot. Other than that, the
Maker Faire was good. We got to introduce FTC and First as a whole to a lot of
people.
Many people were interested in
learning about us and our
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journey from FLL to FTC. We also received a lot of advice from others about how
to troubleshoot and figure out the problems that were going on with the robot.
One person, who had experience with Vex Robotics, told us that a great way to
troubleshoot is to separate each part of the robot that could be malfunctioning and
test each one separately. We began to do this. Overall, we learned a lot from our
first independent expo.

10/28/2017 - SAAHIL

Time: 1pm – 5pm

We attended a FTC scrimmage at the Nysmith
School for the Gifted. Including us, there were
6 teams in total, in the beginning of the
scrimmage each team introduced themselves
and the features of their robot. During this
time, we were allowed to ask questions to
other teams on their attachments like their lift mechanisms, and also their
programming.
After the introduction, we walked around to see the robots, we also practiced on
the 12 by 12 mat. After 20 minutes of this, our team and another team faced off.
Only our 2 teams had functioning robots, so we were the only ones to face off.
Since no teams in the event had programming for their autonomous, we just
practiced our robot control program.
We got 16 points in the total of 2 minutes by stacking 3 glyphs in a row, whereas
the other teams just got 2 points. During this scrimmage, we learned many things
such as a new type of driving for the wheels.
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10/29/2017 – RISHITH

Time: 2pm – 6pm

Agenda:











Complete last week’s reflection
Review yesterday’s scrimmage
Capture strategies in engineering notebook
Stabilize the arm
o Add a motor
o Counter balance with weights
o Programmatic
Fund raising package and presentation
New arm robot design
Robot diagrams for engineering notebook
Source control for blackly
Public speaking exercise

 A fellow FTC team, Xtreame Voltage, came and taught us a few things and
mentored us
 We attached the color sensor
 We started the programming for autonomous
 We thought of ideas to make our arm go down easier by making a load
 We finished programming for the Vuforia Vumarks mission
We started off by splitting into 3 groups. 1 group was in charge of programming.
The other 2 groups were repairing the robot, 1
group was attaching the color sensor, and the
other group was attaching a load. After doing
this, Xtreame Voltage came to mentor us. They
started off by telling us about themselves.
Then, we got a chance to ask them questions
Team# 13353
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regarding our robot and programming. They also made some suggestions about
how to effectively lower our robot’s arm without it slamming it into the floor. They
told us to purchase the NeveRest motor along with the gearbox to resolve this
problem.

After they left, we continued with our work, but decided to practice and refine
strategies for the driver controlled part, while the programming group was working
on a way to stack a glyph after doing the Vuforia mission. While we were practicing,
we faced an obstacle and that was the challenge of positioning the robot in the
correct place to lift the glyph effectively and not waste time while doing it.
After the first trial, we discovered that the robot’s arm was not functioning, and
that was due to the wire being ripped. This incident led to the end of our meeting.
Things We Need to Complete in Order of Importance
1. Finish programming for autonomous
2. Attach NeveRest motor and gearbox
3. Start on Engineering Notebook
4. Start on fundraising packet
5. Approach companies for fundraising
6. Practice the driver controlled part and autonomous mode until we are able
to achieve many points
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5.3 NOVEMBER’S REFLECTIONS
11/04/2017 – VINITH

Time: 2pm – 6pm

Agenda:
 Install the NeveRest Motor
 Finish the color sensor arm
 Autonomous programming completion
By this class we have already built the robot, and it works, and we have
programmed the robot and controllers for the driver control period. We have also
started on the Engineering Notebook. We were well into fundraising and outreach.
This class we really focused on the autonomous control period and Engineering
Notebook. These were area we really needed to improve upon.
11/05/2017 - ISHAN

Time: 2pm – 6pm

This meeting was much like the one before. We focused a lot on the Engineering
Notebook and an autonomous mode. We focused more on Engineering Notebook
in this meeting. We were putting off programming because we were facing a lot of
obstacles.
11/06/2017 – SHASHANK

Time: 1pm - 4pm

On this Monday, our two best programmers came in. They are the core of our
programming team. We worked on finishing the autonomous mode. Although we
made progress in those 2 hours, we were unsuccessful.
11/07/2017 - ISHAN
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Time: 1pm - 4pm

Our programmers also came in on Tuesday. This time they made progress. They
made plans for the basic code for the autonomous. The goal was to make everyone
focus on programming in the next meeting. The goal was to finish the code right
now and fine tune later.
11/18/2017 - SAAHIL

Time: 2pm - 6pm


We were perfecting our program for autonomous



We worked on the Engineering Notebook



We practiced with the robot

This meeting, we were split into 2 groups, one was in charge of the Engineering
Notebook and the other was perfecting the program for the autonomous. We had
already completed the program for Red Perpendicular and Blue Parallel, so we
were working on our other two programs, Red Parallel and Blue Perpendicular.
In the last 1 hour of our meeting, both groups had stopped to practice controlling
the robot. The Engineering Notebook team had come up with the team’s mission
statement and a name for the robot. They had also added more info to the
Notebook by explaining our Tele Op program.
11/19/2017 – RISHITH

Time: 2pm - 6pm

During this meeting, one of our sponsors (Sunil from Pype) came to visit us. When
our sponsor had arrived, we all took the time to introduce ourselves and the team.
After this, we had a conversation with him in which we explained to him about FTC.
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We started off by telling him this and then went on to answer his questions. He had
asked us questions regarding problems we had faced, our robot, why we needed
sponsors, and why each of us was doing FTC.

After this conversation, we decided to show him our robot and give him a demo of
what all we had accomplished thus far like our Autonomous program, Tele Op
program, and Engineering Notebook. When we showed him our Engineering
Notebook, he even offered us Pype’s program which would help organize the info
in our notebook.
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6. FUN TIMES
 During one of our initial meetings, we celebrated one of our teammate’s
(Rishith) birthday by surprising him with cake and a party.

 Later on in the season, we surprised Coach
Joel on his birthday by throwing him a party
with cake.

 Another time, one of the members in our team had pranked the other team
members by saying the robot had broken
 Along with these two special occasions, we also have a snack time every
meeting, in which we eat chips and chat with one another.
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7. ENGINEERING
7.1 DESIGN PROCESS
We started off by following the instruction manual on the FTC website for the
vertical push bot robot. After this, we added several attachments and did many
adjustments.
Our first change was with regards to the gears. Initially, we had 4 gears for the arm;
the problem with this was that there was too much strain on the servo motor for
the arm. We did research and found out about gear ratios. With our new knowledge
of gear ratios, we decreased the number of gears by 2. With this change, there was
minimal strain on the servo motor for the arm.
Our second change occurred when the arm was coming down too quickly when we
were letting it go. Because of this, we were unable to stack glyphs effectively and
efficiently. At this time, a fellow FTC team (Xtreame Voltage) visited us and
informed us about the NeveRest motor. After their suggestion, we had purchased
the motor and attached it. This helped us greatly.
Our third change occurred when we had attached a color sensor and servo motor
to complete the jewel mission. The servo motor would move to arm down and the
color sensor would scan the different color jewel.
Our fourth change was making a new phone holder. Before we had followed the
instruction manual to create the phone holder, which was placed in the front of the
robot, we changed it by moving the phone holder to the side of the robot so it could
scan the pictograph easily.
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7.2 REJECTED DESIGNS
From the Nysmith scrimmage, we found many teams with a lift like mechanism to
pick up the glyphs. We wanted to try it out but we rejected this design because it
would not extend to help us with placing the relic outside in one of the three
squares.
Another design that was rejected was when we wanted to put more gears on the
arm to reduce the stress given to the original motor. During a meeting Xtreame
voltage, they taught us about the NeveRest motor, which would then solve many
of our problems after purchasing it.

7.3 DESIGN SKETCHES
Over the course of our design process, we had many ideas. Sometimes these ideas
needed to be shown, and not explained, to get a point across. This is where design
sketches came in. Design sketches helped express what a person was trying to say
when words could not describe their idea. Here are the design sketches made
during this season.
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PHONE HOLDER
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COLOR SENSOR
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7.4 FINAL DESIGN
There are many components in our robot, but we have 4 main ones. These are the
arm, wheels, color sensor, and the phone holder.
ARM

Our arm has two functions. It can move up and down and the claws can open and
close.
WHEELS

We have four omni wheels and two regular wheels. We used omni wheels as they
have 10 more wheels on them which equals up to 44 wheels in total with 44 VDG
generators which prevents static. We used pairs of omni wheels together so it
would be the same width as the regular wheels.
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COLOR SENSOR

We added a color sensor to an arm we made. The arm is attached to a separate
servo motor. The main purpose of this arm is to come down and then the color
sensor would scan the jewel, depending on the color of the jewel the robot would
either move forward or backward. We also taped the color sensor
PHONE HOLDER

Our phone holder is located in the side of the robot, it is used to place the phone
so it can scan the pictograph.

7.5 ROBOT DIMENSIONS
 The arm fully stretched and the robot total is 33.5 inches.
 The arm itself is 16.5 inches.
 The color sensor arm is 17 inches
 The height of our robot is 17 inches as well.
 The length of our robot is 18 inches.

8. OUR JOURNEY TO A COMPLETE ROBOT
8.1 ROBOT NAME

Our robot’s name is Prometheus. We named him Prometheus as he was the Titan
that gave fire to the humans. Similarly, our team has the will of a raging fire.
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8.2 DESIGN PLAN

We started out by talking about what the functionality of the robot should be. We
finally decided that the robot should be able to move, pick up glyphs, and drop
items at a distance. We also talked about the attributes of the robot. We said that
it should have the correct dimensions, be sturdy, not have too much weight, and
be able to balance on the balancing stone. Based on this, we started our building
of the robot.

8.3 THE PROBLEMS/FLAWS IN OUR DESIGN
We had a lot of problems that we ran into this season regarding the design of the
robot. These include:
● Having an arm motor that would constantly fall down
● The glyphs kept on slipping from the pincers of the arm
● Too much load on the motor of the arm
● The phone holder would not allow the phone to scan the pictograph
● The color sensor light was too bright

8.4 HOW WE OVERCAME THE PROBLEMS/FLAWS
We had many problems during this season. Some of the problems we overcame
are:
● Using a NeveRest motor to keep the arm in place when in mid-air.
● We added rubber band to the claw so it had more grip.
● We used gear ratios to put less strain on the motor
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● We moved the placement of the phone holder and the structure of the
phone holder itself for the phone to scan the pictograph
● We put a piece of tape on the color sensor to decrease the brightness the
light was giving off

8.5 COMPLETE ROBOT ( PROMETHEUS)

On our robot, we have an arm with two servos in the front to allow the claw to
function. We have another arm with color sensor on the side of our robot to move
the jewels. We have a NeveRest motor so the arm stays in place when we are not
controlling it.
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9. STRATEGIC PLANS
In the autonomous period, we are planning to,
● Knock out one of the jewels from its place
● Safe parking
● Pictograph
● Placing the glyph in the correct spot
In the driver controlled period we plan to
● Stack the glyphs in patterns to earn extra points
● Balance the robot on the balancing stone
● Placing the relic outside in one of the three squares

9.1 APPROACH TO ROBOT GAME
The robot game is much emphasized in FTC, this is why we are working on it
strenuously. We start off by choosing which autonomous program is suitable for
the position we are given.
After this, we position our robot in such a way that it completes the jewel and the
Vuforia mission efficiently. Then, both the drivers talk with each other to see which
glyphs to pick up.
After this, we do the 30 second autonomous mode and continue on to the driver
control mode in which we use the strategy we mentioned below for picking up and
stacking the glyphs. In the last 15 seconds if the game we stop stacking glyphs and
get on the balancing stool.
Another key part we do during the robot game is talk with one another so both the
drivers and coach will know the time remaining and what glyphs to pick up.
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9.2 PREVIOUS STRATEGIES
One of our first strategies was the “drag and drop” method. This involved bringing
a glyph to the crypto box, dropping it, and pushing the glyph in with the robot. This
approach was abandoned because it was not needed after filling the first row. Our
second strategy was to use the “180o arm” method.
We approached the crypto box backwards and rotated the arm fully backwards and
attempted to put the glyph in the crypto box. This helped reduce the time taken
when making a 180o turn with the robot. This strategy was abandoned because it
replaced the problem of the robot taking too much time with the problem of the
arm taking too much time.

10. PROGRAMMING (AUTONOMOUS AND TELEOP)
10.1 BLOCKLY
Blockly was the code our team used to program the robot. Similar to Scratch, the
coding utilizes, interlocking blocks to represent code concepts like variables, logical
expressions, loops, and more. This makes programming the robot a bit more simple
and accessible to rookie FTC teams. Our team felt that using Blockly was a bit easier
than using Java.
10.1.1 THE STRUGGLES WITH BLOCKL Y

In Blockly, we had some problems. We liked it, but we didn’t have as much leeway
as we would in Java. We could do more functions and more things in general. We
also didn’t have as much control. Another problem was that we couldn’t format the
code how we wanted. Everything had to be in one line. We started to think about
switching to Java.
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10.1.2 FINDING OTHER PROGRAMMING

FTC provided us with their own version of Blockly programming. Also, they provided
teams with OnBot Java. It was Java with built in libraries for coding for the motors
and sensor. We initially used Blocky. Due to the problems mentioned above, we
were thinking about making the switch to Java.
10.1.3 GOING BACK TO BLOCKL Y

In the end, we decided to stay with Blockly because none of us had any previous
experiences with Java and coding. It was too complicated for us. We thought we
could stay with blocky because we are a rookie team. We thought we could try java
in the coming years.

10.2 TELE OP MODE PROGRAM
Our team only has 1 tele op mode program. In this program, we programmed both
the controllers which you can see below. We have two controllers because we felt
comfortable with programming into two separate controllers. For one controller,
we would have to pack every control into the controller and it would make it more
complicated. Although the price we had to pay was perfect communication so we
didn't mess up.
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10.2.1 Controller Layout
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 Y is used to close the right pincer, we made the ending position for the right
pincer 0.4 because if we had increased the pincer’s position any more it
would have squeezed the glyph.
 A is used to close the left pincer, the ending position for this pincer was 0.75,
this was different because the initial position was different as well.
 X was used to open the left pincer, the position was 0.15.
 B was used to open the right pincer, the position for this pincer was 0.4. For
moving the arm up and down, we made the power 0.3, so it doesn’t suddenly
jerk up or down, one servo motor was positive 0.3, and the other was -0.3.
This was due to the opposite rotation of each servo motor.
We did the same thing for the motors for the wheels (Controller 1: Robot
Movement).
We added telemetry in each program, so if a mistake was to occur, we would find
out as it would show on the phone.
*Please refer section 11 for Actual program screenshots

10.3 AUTONOMOUS PROGRAMS
For our autonomous program, we have four main programs separated by the color
of the balancing stone and if the crypto box is perpendicular or parallel to the
jewels.
We have those four programs branch out into twelve different programs based on
whether the pictograph reads “Go for the left goal”, “Go for the right goal”, or “Go
for the center goal”. The robot then drops the glyph in the required goal and then
parks itself in the safe parking zone.
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10.3.1 BLUE PARALLEL

10.3.2 BLUE PERPENDICULAR
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10.3.3 RED PARALLEL

10.3.4 RED PERPENDICULAR
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10.3.5 FLOW CHART

10.3.6 RUNVUFORIA (RUNVUFORIA)

runVuforia is a program supplied by FTC. Its purpose is to scan the pictograph using
the phone on the robot. After scanning the pictograph, the program will tell
whether the glyph should be put in the left, center, or right section of the crypto
box. This program's output is used in later programs.
*Please refer section 11 for Actual program screenshots
10.3.7 SENSECOLOR (SENSECOLOR)

This program is used to attain points by knocking out the jewel opposite of our
team's color. This will make the arm knock the jewel out. There are two variations
of this program: one for each color. First, the secondary arm of our robot drops
down and senses the color of one jewel. After this, the robot will either move
forwards or backwards based on the color of the jewel and the color of our team.
*Please refer section 11 for Actual program screenshots
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10.3.8 DROPOFF (PERPENDICULARBLOCKDROP)

This program is used to attain points by dropping off one glyph in the position
supplied by runVuforia. There are four variations for this program. They are based
on team color and the arrangement of the jewels compared to the crypto box. For
example, one of our variations is named RedParallelDropOff. First, the robot moves
off the balancing stone. It then makes the turns and movements required to reach
the correct position.
*Please refer section 11 for Actual program screenshots

10.4 TESTING
There are so many scenarios we need to test for Autonomous mode. It was difficult
task while testing for different scenarios and to remember at the same time which
one is working. During this process sometimes we deleted correct programs and
lost track of results. Hence we decided to track our results in an Excel sheet. So first
we listed all scenarios, then as we test we have marked our results with Yes / No.
This helped us a lot for making quick modifications in the program and avoided
doing double work / rework.
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Autonomous Testing

Trial 2 (Where Color
Sensor Senses Red)

Trial 1 (Where Color
Sensor Senses Blue)

Team Color
Arrangement of
Jewels and
Cryptobox

Red
Parallel

Pictograph Reading
Correct Jewel
Knocked Out
Glyph is any box
Glyph is in correct
slot
Robot ends in safe
zone
Correct Jewel
Knocked Out
Glyph is any box
Glyph is in correct
slot
Robot ends in safe
zone

Blue
Perpendicular

Parallel

Perpendicular

Left Center Right Left Center Right Left Center Right Left Center Right
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

As you see above we have failed so many times in Blue Parallel Scenarios. So we
have changed our program and tested especially for Blue Parallel.

Trial 2 (Where Color
Sensor Senses Red)

Trial 1 (Where Color
Sensor Senses Blue)

Blue Parallel - Revisions Testing
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Pictograph
Reading
Correct Jewel
Knocked Out
Glyph is any
box
Glyph is in
correct slot
Robot ends in
safe zone
Correct Jewel
Knocked Out
Glyph is any
box
Glyph is in
correct slot
Robot ends in
safe zone

Left

Center

Right

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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10.5 PROJECT PLAN

When we were at the final weeks before the competition, we felt we had lots of
work pending. So the coaches suggested we create a project plan to handle the
remaining tasks efficiently. Here are couple of our project plans.
AUTONOMOUS PROJECT PLAN

We used this to make sure we complete all the autonomous programming and
testing within one day meeting period. We followed this and was able to complete
the autonomous tasks.
Description
Responsible Minutes
Add a program for Blue Parallel
Ishan
10
Add a program for Red Parallel
Ishan
10
Add a program for Blue PerpendicularShashank
10
Test and fine tune Blue Paralle
Ishan/Shashank
15
Test and fine tune Red Parallel
Ishan/Shashank
15
Test and fine tune Blue PerpendicualrIshan/Shashank
15
Test Pictograph C
Ishan/Shashank
10
Test Pictograph R
Ishan/Shashank
10
Test Pictograph L
Ishan/Shashank
10
ROBOT GAME PLAN

We wanted to practice the game and make the testing consistent. So we created
this plan to make sure that we do not miss any steps and also to avoid
penalties. The plan was very helpful in making the practice sessions very
successful.
Practice
Autonomous
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Responsible
Ishan
Ishan
Shashank
Ishan
Ishan
Shashank
Ishan
Ishan

Tasks
Select the correct autonomous program and Init
Place the driver controller down/on table
Place the robot on the stone
Color sensor arm properly aligned
Phone camera can see pictograph
Stone edge not touching floor
Start program to run with one finger at end of 3-2-1
Stop program at end of autonomous period
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5 Seconds Break

Driver Controlled

Ishan

Select tele op program and init

Driver

Take controller 1

Arm control

Take controler 2

Ishan
Driver
Ishan

Start tele op program at end of 3-2-1
Get the robot on top of stone at the last 15 seconds
Stop program at end of teleop period

ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK AND MISCELLANEOUS TASKS

Description
Engineering
Notebook

Others

Add Finance information
Add pictures
Add screen shot of programs
Add missing bio
Add information about Sponsors
Add Robot name
Add mission statement
Formatting
New pictures to trifold
Sponsor information in trifold
Practice Practice Practice
Practice Judging scenario
Go over the competition rules
Go over penalties and how to avoid
them
Go over different awards and their
requirements
Team number display on robot
Robot Name
Mission statement
Autonomous Program diagram

Responsible

Minutes

Vinith
Rishith
Vinith
Saahil
Saahil
Rishith
Rishith
Mentors
Saahil
Rishith
All
All
Saahil

10
20
20
20
15
10
20

Saahil

20

Saahil
Saahil
Rishith
Rishith
Vinith

20
15
10
10
15

20
15

20

Miscellaneous
Fix issue of robot not able to climb
the stone
Safety
googles
First
team
member registration &
consent form
First VA consent form
Is column right from behind or front
of cryptobox
Robot parking - how much in
how does alliance work
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11. ACTUAL PROGRAM SCREEN SHOTS
Controller Op:
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Autonomus:

runVuforia:
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senseColor:
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PerpendicularBlockDrop:
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